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Sermon: “The Illegitimate Tribe of Dan” What’s Wrong With You People? Pt. 47

I Text:
Old Covenant:    Judges 18
New Covenant:   John 8:31-47

II Doctrine:  
The tribe of Dan illustrates why it may not have been mentioned in the book of Revelation, with

it’s usual lawless behavior! This chapter explains how Dan violates God’s covenant concerning the 
land, law, and line of inheritance. They arbitrarily pick a piece of land for inheritance, consult an 
idolatrous priest for guidance, with an illegitimate family line!

The Elders of Dan decide to confiscate the whole religious system of Micah including his 
Priest! The Priest acts like a typical Pastor for hire and goes along willingly with the tribe. Micah 
shows his deleterious mindset and chases the tribe of Dan to recover his pagan system of worship. He 
is told by the fighting men of Dan to basically go away or die.

The Tribe of Dan settles down and enjoy their illegitimate land, law, and family line!

III Comparing Scripture With Scripture:
1) The tribe of Dan illustrates why it may not have been mentioned in the book of Revelation, with it’s 
usual lawless behavior! This chapter explains how Dan violates God’s covenant concerning the land, 
law, and line of inheritance. They arbitrarily pick a piece of land for inheritance, consult an idolatrous 
priest for guidance, with an illegitimate family line! (John 8:31-47; Judges 18:1-13)
2) The Elders of Dan decide to confiscate the whole religious system of Micah including his Priest! The
Priest acts like a typical Pastor for hire and goes along willingly with the tribe. Micah shows his 
deleterious mindset and chases the tribe of Dan to recover his pagan system of worship. He is told by 
the fighting men of Dan to basically go away or die. (Judges 18:14-26)
3) The Tribe of Dan settles down and enjoy their illegitimate land, law, and family line! (Judges 18:27-
31)

Definition of illegitimate
1a: not recognized as lawful offspring
b: born of parents not married to each other
2a: not sanctioned by law : ILLEGAL
b: not authorized by good usage
cof a taxon : published but not in accordance with the rules of the relevant international code
3: not rightly deduced or inferred : ILLOGICAL
4: departing from the regular : ERRATIC


